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1- The difference between linear and exponential growth is obvious and the world's human

population has been growing at………..rates.
1. fixed

2. linear

3. nuclear

4. exponential

2- Her salary was very low, but she had an increment last month. 'Increment' means…………….. .
1. decline

2. increase

3. decrease

4. reduction

3- Japan can be called the most……………country in the world, for it has a highly organized

economics.
1. ancient

2. developed

3. developing

4. underdeveloped

4- The world population will actually…………during the twenty first century.
1. stabilize

2. stabilizes

3. stabilized

4. stabilization

5- Certainly numerous governments are making efforts to encourage family planning. 'Numerous'

means…………… .
1. few

2. a few

3. many

4. neither

6- Population explosion is usually the result of a noticeable……………..in the death rate and also an

increase in the birth rate.
1. eject

2. reject

3. decrease

4. increase

7- In 1980,…………….reported that nearly 93 percent of the US popula,on was US born.
1. census

2. custom

3. divorce

4. marriage

8- Political conditions have also generated ………………migrations.
1. large-skill

2. large-skull

3. large-scan

4. large-scale

9- The……………of extensive knowledge in geography requires years of hard work.
1. acquire

2. acquires

3. acquired

4. acquisition

10- Floods, storms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and other environment……………..have caused

many people to migrate.
1. gifts

2. hazards

3. births

4. presents

11- A semi arid area from which the surface soil is being or has been removed by wind, especially

where vegetation has been destroyed by improper cultivation or by animals and droughts is
called………………. .
1. stone bowl

3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. pot bowl

3. dust bowl
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4. dirty bowl
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12- Why do people continue to live near active volcanoes or on ……………plains near coasts or rivers?
1. flood- prone

2. stone- prone

3. sand- prone

4. flood- remove

13- The Middle East, both in North Africa and Southwest Asia, was another leading region of

plant…………… .
1. domesticate

2. domesticates

3. domesticated

4. domestication

14- While our distant ancestors learned to plant crops, they also began to keep animals as……………. .
1. stock

2. livestock

3. love-stock

4. like-stock

15- They were forced to abandon farming areas in subtropical regions after the soils became …………….

and crops stopped growing.
1. rich

2. fertile

3. infertile

4. cultivated

16- Only the hope that rescuers were getting nearer sustained the trapped miners. 'Sustained'

means……….. .
1. kept dead

2. kept alive

3. kept tense

4. worried

17- In……………agriculture, Middle and South American subsistence agriculture, forest patches are

cleared for temporary cultivation of corn and other crops.
1. cash

2. shifting

3. milpa

4. scavenger

18- Hunters might bring back the young offspring of an animal killed in the field and raise it in a good

condition. 'It' refers to…………. .
1. hunter

2. field

3. condition

4. young offspring

19- The smaller settlements, hamlets and villages, are identified as…………settlements.
1. rural

2. urban

3. ancient

4. modern

20- In certain countries the ………….between rural and urban societies is not primarily a matter of size

but rather of status or function.
1. difference

2. significant

3. important

4. different

21- A prosperous North American farm is likely to include a stable, a barn, a workshop, and a……………

for grain storage.
1. silo

2. kitchen

3. living room

4. dinning room

22- The space these structures occupy often exceeds that used by entire villages in Japan and China.

'That' refers to………… .
1. village
3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. exceeds

3. the space
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4. structure
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23- Researchers do not usually……………..about the effects of a certain drug from one or two

experiments.
1. generalizes

2. generalize

3. generalized

4. generalization

24- Most of the farmers of the north of Iran work on paddy fields. 'Paddy' means……………. .
2. rise

1. raise

3. race

4. rice

25- In that decade, the rate of growth was approximately two percent per year. 'Approximately two

percent per year, means………… .
1.   

2.

3.

4.       

  

  

26- The Canadian retirees ,who move to Florida to enjoy the sun, do so for reasons similar to their

Midwestern US counterparts. 'Canadian retirees' means…………….. .
1.   

2.   !

3.  " #

4.  $

27- The stagnation of the trade between the two countries is the result of their political conflicts.

'Stagnation' means……….. .
2. &

1. %

3. '(

4. $) ')*

28- Just as plant domestication still produces unanswered questions, the origins of animal

domestication are a matter for speculation. 'Domestication' means………….. .
1.   



2.  " +

3.    ,

4.   " -

29- Enough natural resources and good management can make a country prosperous. 'Natural

resources' means……….
1. ! ./)0

2. /)0 1$

3. /)0 ,)-

4. * ./)0

30- Africans were among the first settlers in America. 'Settlers' means……………. .
1.  

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. 2

3. -$$ .
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